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Gravitational SPLITT fractionation (GSF) provides separation of colloidal particles into two subpopulations in

a preparative scale. Conventionally, GSF is carried out in a thin rectangular channel having two inlets and two

outlets at the top and bottom of the channel, respectively. And the channel is equipped with two flow-splitters,

one between the top and bottom inlets and another between the top and bottom outlets. A large scale splitter-

less GSF system had been developed, which was designed to operate in the full feed depletion (FFD) mode. In

the FFD mode, there is only one inlet through which the sample is fed, thus preventing the sample dilution. In

this study, the effect of the sample-loading (in the unit of g/hr) on the fractionation efficiency (FE, number%

of particles in a GSF fraction that have the sizes expected by theory) of the new large scale splitter-less FFD-

GSF system was investigated. The system was tested in the sample-loading range of 3.0-12.0 g/hr with

polyurethane latex beads (PU) and sea-sediment. It was found that there is an optimum range in the sample-

loading for a FFD-GSF separation. It was also found that there is a general tendency of FE decreasing as the

concentration of the sample suspension increases.
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Introduction

Gravitational SPLITT fractionation (GSF) has shown to

be a useful tool for separation of various types of colloidal

particles into a few subpopulations.1-7 GSF can be operated

in a continuous mode, where the sample suspension is fed

continuously, thus allowing the separation in a preparative

scale.1,8,9 

Conventionally, GSF is carried out in a thin ribbon-like

channel equipped with two splitters between the top and

bottom inlets and outlets of the channel, respectively.10 A

schematic view of a GSF channel is shown in Figure 1(a).

Between two inlets, there is a sheet of metal splitter to guide

the flow streams entering through the inlet-a' and b' into the

channel. Also, between two outlets, there is a sheet of metal

splitter to guide the flow streams to either of the outlet-a or

b. 

The sample suspension is fed through the inlet-a' at the

flow rate of V(a') while the carrier liquid is fed through the

inlet-b' at the flow rate of V(b'). The upper broken line in

Figure 1(a) labeled “Inlet splitting plane (ISP)” denotes the

imaginary line dividing the two inlet substreams. Generally

V(b') is much higher than V(a') to compress the sample

suspension toward the top of the channel. Thus the incoming

sample suspension is compressed to a narrow layer above

the ISP. During passage down the channel, the sample

particles settle by the gravity. When the fluid stream reaches

the outlet splitter, it is divided into two fractions by the outlet

splitter. The lower broken line labeled “outlet splitting plane

(OSP)” denotes another imaginary line separating the two

outlet flows. The particles settling down fast enough to cross

the OSP will exit the outlet-b, and the rest the outlet-a,

providing separation of the particles into two fractions.

Whether a given particle exits the outlet-a or b depends on

the position of OSP, which is determined by the ratio of the

flow rates emerging from the outlet-a and b, V(a) and V(b).10

In the full-feed depletion (FFD) mode of GSF (FFD-GSF),

only one inlet (a') is used for the sample feeding.11,12 Figure

1(b) shows a schematic view of a GSF channel operating in

the FFD mode. There is no ISP and only OSP exists in the

FFD mode. In theory, the resolution (or the sharpness of the

separation) in the FFD mode is expected to be lower than

that in the conventional mode because the incoming sample

suspension is not compressed into a narrow band. 

Despite a loss in resolution, the FFD mode has some

advantages over the conventional mode. Because there is no

inlet splitter, the incoming flow tends to be hydrodynami-

cally more stable, and thus a relatively higher sample con-

centration or higher volumetric inlet flow rate can be used.

In the conventional mode, often the mechanical incomplete-

ness of the splitter causes the incoming flow turbulent,

resulting in deterioration in resolution. The operation of FFD

mode is simpler than the conventional mode because only

one pump is needed for the sample feeding, instead of two

needed in the conventional mode for the feeding of the

carrier liquid as well as the sample suspension. One of the

most significant merits of the FFD mode is the fact there is

no dilution of sample because there is no carrier liquid being

fed. This eliminates the need for concentrating the GSF

fractions,12 which is useful when dealing with samples
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whose original concentrations are low such as environ-

mental particulates. 

A new large scale splitter-less GSF system had been

developed in our laboratory, which was intended to be used

only in the FFD mode.11 There is no splitter in this new

design, and thus the channel can be built in larger dimen-

sions than conventional SF channel, and allows higher

sample throughput (TP). 

In this study, the effect of the sample-loading on the

fractionation efficiency (FE, number% of particles in a GSF

fraction that have the sizes expected by theory) of this new

large scale splitter-less FFD-GSF system was investigated. 

Theory

GSF theory has been described in numerous previous

publications.1,6,8,12-17 Here the SF theory on the FFD mode

will be explained briefly. 

In GSF, the cutoff diameter dc is defined as the diameter at

which 50% of the particles exit the outlet-b. Thus, in an ideal

GSF, the fraction-a (the fraction collected at the outlet-a)

contains only the particles having diameters equal to or

smaller than dc, while the fraction-b (the fraction collected

at the outlet-b) those having diameters equal to or larger than

dc. 

In FFD-GSF, dc is given for spherical particles by12

 (1)

, where η is the viscosity of the carrier liquid, Δρ the density

difference between the particles and the carrier liquid, G the

gravitational acceleration, and b and L are the breadth and

the length of the channel, respectively. V(a') and V(b) are

volumetric flow rates (mL/min) entering the inlet-a, and

exiting the outlet-b, respectively. Thus in FFD-GSF, once the

required dc is set, V(b) can be calculated for any V(a') using

Eq. (1). Then V(a) becomes V(a')-V(b). Also dc can be readi-

ly controlled by adjusting the flow rates V(a) and V(b) for

given V(a'). 

It is noted that the separation by FFD-GSF may not be as

sharp as in the conventional mode due to broader initial

sample layer. Still, no particles with diameters greater than

dc will exit the outlet-a. Thus the fraction-a is a clean cut,

containing only the particles having diameters equal to or

smaller than dc. However the fraction-b will contain particles

having diameters smaller as well as larger than dc. It has

been reported that the resolution can be greatly improved in

the FFD mode by re-feeding the fraction-b into the inlet-a' at

the same flow rate conditions. 17

In this study, the fractionation efficiency (FE) was defined

as the number-percentage of the particles having diameters

either smaller or larger than dc as predicted by theory in a

GSF fraction. The FE of GSF for the SF fractions-a and b

can thus be determined by

FE(%) for SF fraction - a 

=  × 100 (2)

FE(%) for SF fraction - b 

=  × 100 (3)

Experimental

Sample Preparation. Micron-sized polyurethane (PU)

latex beads were synthesized in the laboratory by a typical

emulsion polymerization method. The PU latex beads were

dispersed in the carrier liquid at the concentration of about

0.1%. The carrier liquid was water containing 0.1% FL-70

and 0.02% NaN3. A sea-sediment sample was obtained at

the Pohang bay in Korea. The sea-sediment (density = 2.1 g/

mL) was suspended at about 0.1% in the carrier liquid, and

then filtered through a 325-mesh sieve (pore size = 44 μm)

before GSF operation. 

Large Scale Splitter-less GSF System. Details of the

large scale splitter-less GSF system has been described else-

where.11 The GSF channel was designed for the operation in

the FFD mode only, and was built in much larger dimensions

than the GSF channels used in previous reports. It has the

channel length, width and the thickness of 50 cm, 10 cm, and

1700 μm, respectively. The inlet flow through the inlet-a'

was provided by a Masterflex peristaltic pump (Barnant

Company, Barrington, IL, USA). The two outlet flow rates,

V(a) and V(b), were controlled by using backpressure

provided by tubing of various diameters and lengths.

Optical Microscopy (OM). The optical microscopy (OM)

was performed by using an Olympus BX51TF optical micro-

scopy (Shinjuku Monolith, Shinjuku-ku, Japan). For size

dc = 
18η

bLGΔρ
------------------ V a′( ) V b( )–( )

number of particles smaller than dc

total number of particles measured
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

number of particles larger than dc

total number of particles measured
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 1. Principle of GSF operating in conventional (a) and full-
feed depletion (FFD) mode (b). 
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analysis of the sample, minimum of 1,000 beads were mea-

sured by using the Image Inside software (Focus, Daejeon,

Korea).

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows a picture and the size distribution of PU

latex beads obtained by OM. It can be seen that the PU beads

are mostly spherical and have a broad size distribution

spanning from about 2 to about 30 μm in diameter. 

PU latex beads were fractionated by FFD-GSF with four

different sample-loadings as shown in Table 1. In all cases,

dc was set to be 10 μm.

In order to determine the minimum number of beads that

needs to be measured for accurate size analysis of a GSF

fraction by OM, the FE was determined for the SF fractions-

b and bb obtained at the sample-loading of 7.2 g/hr, and the

results are shown in Table 2. The fraction-b is the FFD-GSF fraction of PU collected from the exit-b, and the fraction-bb

is the fraction collected from the outlet-b by re-feeding the

fraction-b through the inlet-a' at the same flow rate

conditions. 

As shown in Table 2, FE changes (either increases or

decreases) when the number of measured particles increases

from 500 to 1,000. FE does not change anymore when the

measured number was increased from 1,000 to 2,000. About

1,000 particles were measured in all OM analysis in this

study.

Figure 3 shows OM size distributions of FFD-GSF

fractions of PU beads obtained with four different sample-

Figure 2. OM picture (x200) (a) and OM size distribution (b) of
PU latex beads. 

Table 1. Outlet flow rates, V(a) and V(b) used for FFD-GSF
fractionation of PU latex beads with dc set at 10 µm at various
sample-loadings

V(a')

(mL/min)

Sample-loading

(g/hr)

V (a)

(mL/min)

V (b)

(mL/min)

50 3.0 22.87 27.13

100 6.0 22.87 77.13

150 9.0 22.87 127.13

200 12.0 22.87 177.13

Table 2. Fractionation efficiencies (FE) determined for SF frac-
tions-b and bb obtained at the sample-loading of 7.2 g/hr

SF fraction

FE (%)

Measured number of particles

500 1,000 2,000

SF fraction-b 50.5 53.8 53.9

SF fraction-bb 43.7 40.3 40.0

Figure 3. OM size distributions of FFD-GSF fractions of PU beads
obtained at four different conditions listed in Table 1. Sample-
loading was (a) 3.0, (b) 6.0, (c) 9.0, and (d) 12.0 g/hr, respectively. 
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loading as shown in Table 1. The fraction-a is the FFD-GSF

fraction of PU collected from the exit-a, and the fraction-b is

from the exit-b. In all cases, FFD-GSF was repeated by re-

feeding the fraction-b through the inlet-a'. The fraction-ba

and bb are the FFD-GSF fractions of the fraction-b collected

from the outlets-a and b, respectively. The fraction-ba was

then mixed with the fraction-a (‘fraction-(a + ba)’) to mea-

sure the overall FE’s after the repeated FFD-GSF operations.

As expected from theory, most of the beads in the fractions

collected from outlet-a (fractions-a and ba) are smaller than

dc, while those in the fractions collected from the outlet-b

(fractions-b and bb) are either smaller or larger than dc.

The FE’s measured for the fractions shown in Figure 3 are

listed in Table 3. As expected from theory (see earlier

discussion on the FFD mode) and also from the OM size

distributions shown in Figure 3, the FE’s of the fractions

collected from the outlet-a (fractions-a and a+ba) are close

to 100%, meaning most of the PU beads in the fraction-a or

(a+ba) are either equal to or smaller than dc (10 μm). The

lowest FE of 92.5% was obtained for the fraction-a with the

highest sample-loading of 12 g/hr, which was improved to

96.0% by repeated operation (re-feeding of the fraction-b

through the inlet-a') in the fraction-(a+ba). With the sample-

loading of below 12 g/hr, no significant differences were

observed in FE’s for all fractions collected from the outlet-

a. 

The FE’s of the fractions collected from the outlet-b

(fractions-b and bb)-b are much lower than those of the

fractions collected from the outlet-a, as expected. In all

cases, FE increases slightly as the sample-loading increases

from 3.0 to 6.0 g/hr. As the sample-loading increases from

6.0 to 12.0 g/hr, the FE’s of the fractions-b and bb decreases

gradually. It seems, with the current GSF setup, the optimum

separation would be achieved at the sample-loading of

around 6.0 g/hr. 

Figure 4 shows OM size distributions of GSF-fractions of

the same PU beads obtained with three different sample

concentrations. The sample-loading was fixed constant at 9

g/hr. Table 4 lists the fractionation efficiencies (FE) of the

GSF-fractions shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen in Table 4 that, in all cases, FE gradually

decreases as the concentration of the feeding sample increases.

And again, the FE’s of the GSF-fractions collected from the

outlet-a (fractions-a and a+ba) were higher than 90%, and

were much higher than those of the fractions collected from

the outlet-b (fractions-b and bb). 

Figure 5 shows an OM picture (Figure 5(a)) and the size

distribution (Figure 5(b)) of the sea-sediment sample. It can

be seen that the sea sediment contains mostly non-spherical

particles and has a broad size distribution spanning from

about 1 to about 44 μm in diameter. In size analysis of the

sea-sediment with OM, the long dimension of the particles

was taken as the particle size.

Figure 6 shows size distributions of GSF fractions of sea-

sediment obtained by OM. The sea-sediment was fraction-

ated by FFD-GSF at four different conditions as shown in

Table 5 with four different sample-loadings. The sample

concentration was about 0.1% and the cut-off diameter, dc,

was set to be 4 μm.

The FE’s of the fractions shown in Figure 6 are summari-

zed in Table 6. It is interesting to see that the trends observed

in Table 6 are similar to those observed in Table 3, despite

the irregularity in the particle shape. Generally the particles

of irregular shapes (non-spherical shapes) are expected to

behave differently from spherical particles. 

As in Table 3, the FE’s of the fractions collected from the

Table 3. FFD-GSF fractionation efficiencies (FE) measured for
fractions shown in figure 3

Sample- 

loading

(g/hr)

FE (%)

Fraction-a Fraction-b Fraction-(a+ba) Fraction-bb

3.0 98.2 46.6 99.2 51.1

6.0 99.3 53.5 99.0 56.9

9.0 99.5 50.7 99.7 53.2

12.0 92.5 32.1 96.0 43.0

Figure 4. OM size distributions of FFD-GSF fractions of PU beads
obtained with sample concentration of (a) 0.05, (b) 0.1, and (c)
0.2%. Sample-loading was 9.0 g/hr in all cases. 

Table 4. FFD-GSF fractionation efficiencies (FE) measured for
GSF fractions of PU at various feed-concentrations

Concentration

(%)

FE (%)

Fraction-a Fraction-b Fraction-(a+ba) Fraction-bb

0.05 98.6 50.8 99.4 54.3

0.1 94.7 48.8 97.7 52.9

0.2 93.8 36.2 94.6 38.3
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outlet-a (fractions-a and a+ba) were much higher than those

of the fractions collected from the outlet-b (fractions-b and

bb). Except with the sample-loading of 12 g/hr (83.7%), all

FE’s of the fractions collected from the outlet-a (fractions-a

and a+ba) are higher than 90%, meaning more than 90% of

the sea sediment particles in the fraction-a or (a+ba) are

either equal to or smaller than dc (4 μm). With the sample-

loading of 12 g/hr, FE was improved to be higher than 90%

by repeated operation (re-feeding of the fraction-b through

the inlet-a') in the fraction-(a+ba). Again, at the sample-

loading of below 12 g/hr, no significant differences were

observed in FE’s for all fractions from the outlet-a, and the

FE’s of the fractions from the outlet-b (fractions-b and bb)-b

are much lower than those of the fractions from the outlet-a. 

In Table 6, FE increases as the sample-loading increases

from 3.0 to 6.0 g/hr in all cases. When the sample-loading

was further increased from 6.0 to 12.0 g/hr, all FE’s were

gradually decreased. It seems, with the current FFD-GSF

setup, the optimum separation of the sea-sediment would be

achieved with the sample-loading of around 6.0 g/hr as for

the PU beads. 

Conclusion

In this study, the effect of the sample-loading (in the unit

of g/hr) on the fractionation efficiency (FE) in a new large

scale splitter-less FFD-SF system was investigated. The

sample-loading of 3.0, 6.0, 9.0, and 12.0 g/hr were tested

with polyurethane latex beads (PU) and sea-sediment. It was

found that there is an optimum range in the sample-loading

Figure 5. OM picture (a) and the OM size distribution (b) of sea
sediment. 

Table 5. FFD-GSF conditions used for fractionation of sea-
sediment

V(a')

(mL/min)

Sample loading

(g/hr)

V(a)

(mL/min)

V(b)

(mL/min)

50 3.0 28.75 21.25

100 6.0 28.75 71.25

150 9.0 28.75 121.25

200 12.0 28.75 171.25

Figure 6. OM size distributions of FFD-SF fractions of sea-
sediment obtained at the same conditions as those in Figure 3. 

Table 6. FFD-GSF fractionation efficiencies (FE) measured for
fractions shown in Figure 5

Sample 

loading

(g/hr)

FE (%)

Fraction-a Fraction-b Fraction-(a+ba) Fraction-bb

3.0 92.8 42.7 96.1 44.0

6.0 93.7 43.4 97.2 47.1

9.0 90.1 40.3 91.3 45.2

12.0 83.7 32.2 90.1 38.2
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for FFD-GSF separation. It was also found that the FE

decreases as the concentration of the feeding sample increases.

One may need to find the optimum range of the sample-

loading and the sample concentration for each type of the

sample. 
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